
Special Workshop of the Institute of Theoretical
Physics (NTMF100)

at the Astronomical Institute of CAS in Ondřejov

On October 21 and 22, a regular ITP trip to Ondřejov observatory of the Astronomical Institute of the Czech
Academy  of  Sciences  will  take  place.  There  is  the  largest  telescope  in  the  Czechia  (+  a  lecture  hall,
playground, and beautiful park and forest around). The second- and higher-year students are invited (so also
master  and doctoral  students).  The  program –  touristic,  academic,  sports  and cultural  –  is  suitable  for
students of all ages. It is possible to stay overnight in the lecture room (directly on the floor using your own
sleeping  bag  and  mat),  or  in  your  own  tent  on  the  nearby  meadow.  Tents,  sleeping  bags  and  other
bulky/heavy things can be delivered until October 20 (Thursday) at the ITP and we will arrange their
delivery to Ondřejov.
Meals are mostly individual. There is a shop and two restaurants in the nearby village of Ondřejov. We can
usually book a limited number of lunches for Friday in the institute's canteen (in the case of interest, please,
apply to ota@matfyz.cz by October 12). Friday dinner (barbecue), Saturday breakfast, and Saturday lunch
(pizza) will be provided.

Friday
➢ travelling to Ondřejov – individual

Trains from Prague to Mirošovice or Senohraby (direction Čerčany, Benešov, Č. Budějovice)
(if you have an Opencard “lítačku” with a standard coupon then buy a ticket from Kolovraty)
Then walk for about 6 or 7 kilometres to the left :)
Trains depart from “Prague main station” after an hour (**:05)
+ sometimes even after half an hour (**:35)
The recommended train goes at 8:05 to Senohraby
(follow the “red” tourist pathway, at the sawmill on the "Prague" road go straight up through the forest)

Buses nr. 383 from Prague (Háje) to Ondřejov  
(to the “U pily” (at the sawmill) stop, then turn left and follow a small asphalt road uphill (1km))
(the next bus stop is Ondřejov  (square))
Buses without the necessity to change depart at 7:45, 9:30, 11:30, and 12:45 
(arrival at 8:41, 10:26, 12:26, 13:41 to the “U pily” stop)

    
     By bike or on foot (destination coordinates: 14°46'52" E, 49°54'55" N)



➢ 10:45 guided tour to the 2-meter telescope
meeting point: the large dome near the stellar department

➢ 12:30 lunch (individual; or booked in the institute's canteen)
➢ 13:00 guided tour to the “Old observatory”

meeting point: near the bust of Frič behind the gate of the old observatory
(the time is only approximate)

➢ 14:30 lectures in the auditorium "behind the 2-meter telescope"
      14:30 Doc. David Kubizňák (ITP)
                 "Black hole chemistry"

      15:30 Dr. Vojtěch Pravda (Institute of Mathematics CAS)

                     "Spinors and double copy"

➢ 16:30 active relaxation     (sports activities etc.)
➢ 18:00 evening lecture and discussion in the auditorium "behind the 2-meter telescope"
                 
      18:00  Dr. Damien Gagnier (ITP)
                "Rotating astro- and geophysical fluids"

➢ 19:00  barbecue (contributions of all kinds and musical instruments welcome)
➢ 20:30 short talk about the Perimeter Institute (David Kubizňák) and discussion

➢ overnight stay – in the auditorium "behind the 2-meter telescope"
(take your own sleeping bag and mat)

      
travelling back to Prague on Friday – selected connections:
trains: from Senohraby leave every hour (**:09  + sometimes extra **:39) until 23:09
buses: from Ondřejov (square) to Prague (Háje) at  19:33, 21:36

Saturday
➢ breakfast (a mostly sweet breakfast suitable for restarting cognitive abilities)
➢ 9:00 lectures in the auditorium "behind the 2-meter telescope" 
        9:00  Dr. Sebastian Schuster (ITP)
               "The Beauty and the Beast: Covariance and Electromagnetic Media"
               
      10:00  Prof. Pavel Krtouš (ITP)

                   "Electrostatics around wormhole"

      11:30  Dr. Aindriú Conroy (ITP)
                     "The Bouncing Universe"

➢ 12:30 lunch –  pizza
➢ travelling back to Prague on Saturday – selected connections:

trains: from Senohraby leave every hour (**:09  + sometimes extra **:39) until 23:09
buses: from Ondřejov (square) at 11:33, 13:48 (change in Stříbrná Skalice), 15:33



Abstracts

Dr.   Sebastian Schuster   (ITP)
Let's face it: Covariance makes electromagnetism palpatable. The field strength tensor, one current, and two
equations  to  remember  is  just  obviously  less  work  than  two  fields,  two kinds  of  source  terms,  and four
equations with more natural constants appearing. And then come along media—and dash our hopes of a index-
based  or  even  coordinate-free  blissful  electromagnetism.  But,  fear  not!  Salvation  is  near:  Even
electromagnetism in media can be done covariantly. Not only can we again limit ourselves to two equations to
remember, we also get—as an added bonus—a simple way to understand the so-called Fresnel-Fizeau effect.
This will be our goal, and I hope to convey a feeling how neatly this all matches up, despite experimentalists
constantly trying to confuse us with historically-grown terminology.
This  abstract  may  be  coloured  by  a  relativist's  (more  correct,  more  beautiful,  and  generally  objectively
BETTER) opinion.  Dissenting majority  opinions (of,  say,  experimentalists  and undergraduate teachers) are
kindly asked to protect this minority opinion. The talk will be tongue-in-cheek, and hopefully light despite a
generous sprinkling of indices.


